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Across

5. winner of the War of the Roses, became King
Henry VII of England
7. English king who started the Hundred Years
War
8. a style of cathedrals that combined the
features of Roman and Byzantine buildings
12. tried and torture thousands of people who
were accused of being disloyal to the Catholic
Church in Spain.
15. the country where the bubonic plague first
broke our in the 1330s
17. set up schools and built beautiful mosques
and palaces on the Iberian Peninsula
19. From 1315 to 1322 rains caused crops to rot
in the fields and herds of livestock died from
diseases this lead to the __________________.
20. preached, served as missionaries, could not
own property, and aided the poor
22. by 1250, the only remaining Muslim
kingdom on the peninsula
23. another name for the bubonic plague
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Down

1. young girl who fought for France and Prince
Charles.
2. the study of religious faith, practice and
experience
3. married to Prince Ferdinand of Aragon
4. the struggle where the Christians drove out
the Muslims from the Iberian Peninsula
6. Instead of converting to Catholicism, most
Muslims left to ____________.
9. the style of churches that replaced the
Romanesque style at about 1150 AD
10. a way of thinking that combined faith and
reason
11. Wars that the English and French kings
battled over territory
13. the location of the first university in France
14. order founded in 1098 by monks who were
unhappy with wealthy monasteries and wanted a
simpler, more spiritual way of life
16. the peninsula that is made up of Spain and
Portugal
18. the location of the first university in Italy
21. the cause of the spread of the bubonic
plague
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